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	very slowly.   But they differed from other Africans, I
thought, in the look of their faces when they were at work :
quicker, more intelligent, finer features, more cunning
eyes. I heard two quarrelling. They struck attitudes,
held out the palms of their hands in protest, flung their
shammas* over their shoulders, then brandished their right
arms violently, as if throwing stones at each other.
Ethiopians employ this gesture always to emphasise an
assertion in a court of law. They shrieked and shouted at
each other, " Ba Haile Selassie ymut" " Haile Selassie
amlak." " May Haile Selassie die if I'm false." " By
the guardian angel of Haile Selassie."!
On the other side of the hotel, the station in grand
stucco and stone arrested and explained the longest asphalt
road in Addis. From its distant balcony flew the two flags of
France and Ethiopia in friendly juxtaposition, signifying the
everlasting faithfulness of the more civilised to the smaller
power. Beyond it and the neat long rows of customs
sheds eucalyptus smothered the levels of the Shoan plain
which, broken by flooded rivers bearing in general the name
Akaki, settled very gently towards the Hawash. But
mountains again barred the view of that far junction as
the plain cleared itself of trees. Sequala, a holy mountain
of the Ethiopians, sat like a giant burr near the skyline.
On Sequala is a leper colony, where the most sacred and
supposedly most infectious lepers live without fear of
corrupting the unleprous and sacrilegious world. This side
of Sequala there were frequent little hills, covered with
brown huts whose thatch roofs glistened only dully in the
magnificent morning sun. More mountains and a green
sugar-loaf hill that ends the Wochochu range closed the
scene to the south-west. A glaring speck of white, its masts
* " Shamma " is derived from the Greek word " himation " and repre-
sents the same garment. The shamrna has been worn in Ethiopia since the
period of the Hellenistic kingdom of Axum.
t These oaths had only been current for about two years, during the
time that the Emperor had been strengthening his hold on the country in
fear of the Italian attack, which he saw dimly approaching as far back us
1933. Before that they swore by Menelik. Italian propaganda in the
Gpjjam, Tigre ami Wollo played up the dead Menelik and his supposed
will, by which Lij Yasu succeeded to the throne. The Emperor, Haile
Selassie, therefore abolished the old oaths through his new provincial
governors—as he abolished the local oaths in their names, and recalled
through the Bank of Ethiopia the thaler issues which bore the Menelik head,

